Business Process Solutions - Support in Your Business Continuity Plan
Deloitte’s Business Process Solutions practice could help businesses to mitigate complex challenges during fast-moving crisis like COVID-19 for keeping the Finance and Accounting function working and manage their statutory accounting and reporting, tax, payroll and technology processes.

We can be the companies’ business partner to combat COVID-19 with resilience when they face difficulties including the ones affecting the human capital, one of their most important resource.

What are the concrete measures that companies can take, in order to manage efficiently finance-accounting processes?

- **Full Outsourcing of accounting and reporting** due to “work from home” issues;
- **Temporary finance personnel** – ensuring a full virtual environment through which we are able to support the client remotely by working directly in client ERP;
- **Payroll and HR Administration** (fulfilling payroll and HR obligations to our clients) – “work remotely and on-line” with the clients;
- **Statutory Accounting advisory** on ad-hoc basis – the current context of COVID – 19 and financial implications would trigger an impact on the companies’ financial statements. We can support the client remotely and on-line for solving these specific finance and accounting issues resulted as COVID – 19 consequences;

**Customized technology for Accounts Payables invoices process end-to-end:**

- **dInvoiceBot**
  
  - the only robotic accountant for invoice processing end-to-end;
  
  This intelligent service of document processing saves capacity of the Accounts Payables accountants or optimize their headcount and helps reducing time from receipt of an invoice until its full posting in the accounting system.
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